Range Rover SV Coupé is the world’s first full-size luxury SUV Coupé. Born of our modernist design philosophy, this seductive vehicle has been designed, engineered and hand-built for automotive revolutionaries. Our most exclusive vehicle, SV Coupé is a highly compelling design with peerless refinement and uncompromised sophistication. No more than nine hundred and ninety-nine will ever be created.
DESIGN ETHOS

UNIQUE AND REFINED

DESIGNERS’ CHOICE

TRULY BESPOKE
Range Rover SV Coupé is a celebration of the Range Rover bloodline: a dramatic two-door silhouette, this breathtaking four-seat Coupé alludes to its unique heritage whilst being thoroughly modern and contemporary. Beautiful proportions and a powerful stance give Range Rover SV Coupé unrivalled on-road presence.

The signature floating roof, continuous waist and tapering tail are instantly recognisable Range Rover DNA. However, they are expressed in a unique way for this exclusive addition to the Range Rover family.
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SV Coupé’s stance and poise is revealed in the most compelling way. Optimised proportions give free expression to the beautifully honed surfaces, whilst details such as the hand-polished accents hewn from solid metal and carefully chosen materials captivate the heart and mind. The unique two-tone 23" wheels communicate the vehicle’s undoubted strength and capability.
Beautifully realised, superbly engineered, SV Coupé delivers the most distinguished, dynamic and capable drive. Its 565PS V8 Supercharged engine guarantees exceptional performance on and off-road. Air suspension technology ensures comfort is always paramount, handling is confident and assured and passengers can enter and exit the vehicle with ease.
Accentuating the SV Coupé’s proportions, and available as a unique feature for the first time, the new Contour Graphic is created by applying a contrasting Gloss paint to the flanks of the vehicle. Starting at the side vent, it flows rearwards and around to the opposite vent, and offers customers the opportunity to further personalise their specification.

LIQUESCENSE  OBSIDIAN  VALLOIRE  DESIRE  ETHEREAL  PARALLAX  FLUX  OBSIDIAN  VALLOIRE  DESIRE  ETHEREAL  PARALLAX  FLUX
The purity of SV Coupé's frameless doors is perfectly complemented by their power close technology and clean uninterrupted glazing. The panoramic roof also allows light to flood into the cabin, further accentuating the relaxed, sophisticated and contemporary ambience.
Refinement. Attention to detail. SV Coupé’s interior captures the very essence of these qualities. Traditional skills combined with up-to-the-minute technologies have been utilised throughout the cabin to exquisite effect. Stunning to the eye, sumptuous to the touch, it is a light contemporary space where attention to detail has been paramount.
The latest technologies have been seamlessly incorporated in the SV Coupé’s reductive interior, so you can always stay connected within the vehicle’s calm sanctuary.
Detail is in all you see and touch. The soft Semi-Aniline leathers utilised on the seats are sourced from a single tannery that was established in 1905. They retain the hide’s natural feel and feature a unique Gradated Diamond Quilt that celebrates the craftsmanship and precision of SV Coupé.
A curated selection of sustainable wood veneers are used throughout SV Coupé’s interior. Natural Black Ash, Santos Palisander and Nautica are all ethically sourced from the finest producers. Nautica’s unique form following veneer is particularly visually arresting.
Let our designers be your inspiration. Decades of experience, a hand-in-eye for detail and an eye for exquisite colour combinations have made our designers’ choices a true delight. "Designers' Choices" take your personal tastes to unparalleled levels of sophistication, distinctiveness and effortlessly realised elegance. A portfolio of exclusive colours, gloss and satin finishes help you express your ultimate individuality.
LUNAR  CIRRUS  NATURAL BLACK ASH
For the ultimate expression of individuality, match the paint to a colour that inspires you.
With a host of bespoke options offered, you can individualise your vehicle even further. From monogrammed initials to personalised treadplates or an inlay of our peerless Range Rover font, the choice is yours. Our specialist bespoke team will guide you through all the selections available.
SVO creates vehicles that embody the ultimate expression of Land Rover’s design and engineering philosophy. We are passionate about compelling design, peerless refinement and our world-renowned capability. Through our bespoke SVO team, we offer the opportunity for our clients to indulge their desire to create a truly unique vehicle to their exacting taste. To ensure the smoothest of journeys from commission to delivery, our dedicated bespoke team are on hand to create a completely tailored service.